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1 INTRODUCTION
Quantum circuit simulation can be carried out as a contraction over
many quantum tensors. QTensor [2], a library built for quantum
circuit simulation using a bucket elimination algorithm, contracts
tensors to return a final energy value. As bucket elimination ad-
vances, tensors can grow large, and memory becomes a bottleneck.
To address memory limitations of circuit simulation while enabling
more complex circuits to be simulated, we focus on implement-
ing a lossy compressor that can compress the floating-point data
stored in quantum circuit tensors while simultaneously preserving
a final energy value within an error bound after decompression.
We study the effects of various lossy compression/decompression
strategies on data compressibility, throughput, and result error to
ensure compression/decompression can be effective, fast, and does
not heavily distort data. We target GPU as a compression platform
due to its massively parallel architecture and optimize for GPU ef-
ficiency using CUDA 11 and CUDA-based libraries like NVCOMP
and Thrust.

2 BACKGROUND
Tensors represent quantum circuit gates that operate on quantum
states, thus they are composed of floating-point complex numbers.
A tensor with dimension 𝑑 has 2𝑑 data points. Tensors, when laid
out in a 1-D fashion, can exhibit periodic behavior and sparsity.
These attributes of tensors present a challenge to lossy compressors
that rely on relatedness between neighboring data points and can
make tensors more difficult to compress.
Because of their ability to achieve high compression ratios and

high throughput as well as having existing ports to GPU, SZ [1] and
SZx [4] are used as two existing lossy compressors that are the basis
for extension in this work. Since SZ and SZx are lossy compressors
that rely on relatedness of data points, we introduce optimizations
and pre/postprocessing steps for these compressors that can further
boost compression ratios and throughput. Pre- and postprocessing
steps transform incoming tensor data to increase data “smoothness”
and thus boost compressibility. Optimizations target the underlying
SZ framework to increase throughput.
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Fig. 1. QTensor data pipeline with compression stages

Fig. 2. Thresholding and grouping data transformation strategies

3 DESIGN
Fig. 1 provides an overview of the quantum circuit simulation
pipeline. Stages highlighted in orange operate on tensor data and
storage can be either in memory or on disk.

3.1 Pre/Postprocessing Steps
We propose two data transformation methods that leverage tensor
sparsity: 1. Thresholding and 2. Grouping. The thresholding method
entails flushing all data points with absolute value less than some
threshold to zero. The grouping method first applies thresholding,
then only nonzero values are moved to a new array to be com-
pressed. A bitmap stores the location of zero and nonzero values
and is used during postprocessing after decompression to place
nonzero and zero values in the correct location of the tensor. The
grouping method can directly reduce data size since zero values
can be discarded, and both methods increase similarity among data
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Fig. 3. Design and evaluation stages for pre-built huffman trees

Fig. 4. Effect of applying threshold to tensor data on final energy value from
contraction

points. Additionally, there is a low performance overhead with par-
allelization opportunities that are further explored in this work.
Grouping uses a parallel stream compaction algorithm to move data
points to the new array and a prefix scan on the bitmap during
decompression to assign nonzero values to their original location in
the tensor. The bitmap is also compressed during compression using
LZ4, a lossless compressor in the CUDA-based NVCOMP library.

3.2 Huffman Optimization
SZ and cuSZ [3], a GPU implementation of SZ, have several stages
of compression that advance as follows: 1. Data point prediction
from previous data points 2. Quantizing prediction distance from
true value 3. Lossless compression on quantization codes from step
2. In stage 3, Huffman encoding is used to carry out lossless com-
pression of quantization codes, a process that can be costly in a
parallel environment since Huffman tree building is an irregular
operation. We propose a process of selecting a pre-built Huffman
tree as opposed to building a custom Huffman tree for each data
file being processed. Creating the custom Huffman tree can be a
performance bottleneck and thus pre-built trees can increase the
throughput of SZ and cuSZ since Huffman encoding is a difficult
process to parallelize on GPU. Selection of a Huffman tree depends
on the entropy of both the Huffman tree and the distribution of
quantization codes for a dataset. The relationship between tree and
distribution entropy is additionally studied. In future work, we will
explore a range of distributions, but for preliminary experiments
we vary entropy through standard deviation changes of the normal
distribution.

Fig. 3 outlines the process of creating and testing pre-built Huff-
man trees.

4 LOSSY COMPRESSION EFFECT ON ENERGY RESULT
A relative-to-range (R2R) value is multiplied with the maximum of a
dataset minus the minimum of the dataset to yield either a threshold
or absolute error bound. Preliminary results for understanding the
effect of threshold on final energy value are in Fig .4. These results
show that there exists a range of thresholds for zeroing values that
can keep final energy results within a 1% to 5% error range. Lowering
the threshold can decrease final energy error more, but a reasonably

Fig. 5. Results from threshold and grouping methods using cuSZ and cuSZx
on a Pascal Titan Xp GPU. 𝑑 refers to dimension of tensor.

high threshold that targets tensor sparsity can be used to increase
compressibility with little effect on energy result.

5 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

5.1 Pre/Postprocessing
Fig. 5 displays compression/decompression times and compression
ratios on sample tensor data using cuSZ and cuSZx. For cuSZ and
cuSZx, thresholding can increase compression ratio up to two times.
Grouping coupled with thresholding can vastly increase compres-
sion ratio, as high as 600, compared to an absolute error bound only
approach using cuSZ and cuSZx.

5.2 Huffman

Fig. 6. Plot of varying pre-built Huffman tree with associated entropy on
x-axis and compression ratio for QTensor data on y-axis. Each series corre-
sponds to differing absolute error bound.

Fig. 6 indicates the compression ratios of QTensor data using cuSZ
and normal distribution Huffman trees with entropy varying from
1 to 5.5. Preliminary results studying the normal distribution as a
basis for Huffman trees indicate that the lowest entropy normal dis-
tributions create Huffman trees that provide the closest-to-optimal
compression ratios for datasets. Initially, we hypothesized that the
closest entropy tree would yield the best compression ratio for
datasets, but results indicate that for quantization code distribu-
tions, lower entropy performs better.
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